
River Kitchen Cafe for Sale Nelson

Location: Nelson

Asking:
$625,000
$625,000

Type:
Hospitality-
Restaurants /
Hospitality-Cafes

Contact:
Stu Allan
027 436 9091
anytime

nzbizbuysell.co.nz/122293

LINK Business Christchurch
Licensed REAA 2008
Broker Ref: CS00896

River Kitchen | Community Staple Café in Idyllic
Nelson!
An owner-operators dream come true!

Founded over a decade ago, River Kitchen is a popular, well-established, and high-performing café.
Primely situated on the banks of Maitai River in sought-after Nelson, this is a rare chance to acquire a
business that not only offers financial success, but an enviable lifestyle too.

River Kitchen has earned its place in the hearts of locals & tourists alike for its seasonally inspired,
quality menu. Beyond its core operations of offering brunch six days per week, the business also
specialises in catering, functions, and weddings, serving as lucrative additional income streams.

Business Highlights:

Loyal following
Diverse clientele
Skilled team of staff
Positive brand awareness
Robust marketing strategy

The current owners are incredibly active in the businesss day-to-day. As the lucky new owner of River
Kitchen, you will step into this rewarding role and reap the benefits of business ownership firsthand!

Despite achieving so much success over the years, there are still several exciting growth avenues that
have yet to be seized! A motivated new owner will see the immense untapped potential that this
golden opportunity carries.

If you are looking for a lifestyle business with a glowing reputation, scalability, and unwavering
community presence, River Kitchen is it!

Sales: $1,600,000 (2024)

Dont miss out on the chance to call this esteemed business your own and guide it through an exciting
new chapter. Enquire now!

Stu Allan, 027 436 9091, stu.allan@linkbusiness.co.nz

 
***Some details of the business for sale are confidential and can only be disclosed upon contacting the
broker and a completion of a Confidentiality Agreement. Due to the confidentiality of this business a
stock photo image may be used to represent the business.
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Enquire online at: nzbizbuysell.co.nz/122293

 #wesellbusinesses #buyajob #hospitality #cafe #nelson #lifestyle
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